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360° bend

Long, adjustable lamp neck

Upper light

Lower light

Ideal as an ambient night 
light

Great for getting your 
work done

Light switch (upper light)

Light switch (lower light)

Press once for low brightness, 
twice for mid brightness, 
three times for high brightness,
four times to turn off.

Press once for low brightness, 
twice for mid brightness, 
three times for high brightness,
four times to turn off.

THE CLAMPY BENDY LAMP

Charge the lamp by plugging it into a USB port - once charged, unplug it, and then it becomes a cordless lamp.

Each half of the light switch controls a different part of the lamp.

Press the upper half of the light switch to control the upper light (cat ears) - press once for low brightness, twice 

for mid brightness, three times for high brightness, and four times to turn it off.

Press the lower half of the light switch to control the lower light - press once for low brightness, twice for mid

brightness, three times for high brightness, and four times to turn it off.
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HERE IS HOW YOU CAN LIGHT UP YOUR SPACE



FEATURES 

Create your at-home reading nook wherever you want it
because good lighting is always coming with you

Our Clampy Bendy Lamp has cordless portability and 360-degree flexibility,
so you can easily use it anywhere. Illuminate your favorite reading nook or sanctuary, 

then dive into your work or your favorite book.

While the lower lamp is a soft reading lamp designed for visual comfort, the
upper cat-ear-shaped glow cap is actually a second light, controlled separately. You can 
use the top one as a night light in the evening or for ambient mood lighting whenever 

you're feeling it. Each lamp has three levels of brightness - you can choose to have both 
lamps on, or just one - all you need to do is adjust the lighting mode accordingly and 

find that sweet spot.

Adjustable lighting
Work lamp, night light, or super bright - choose your

preferred brightness for any occasion or mood. Reduce

eye strain and improve your lifestyle.

Wide & adjustable clamp 
Clip this lamp to any surface because of a durable and 

strong wide clamp (up to 24 inches / 600 mm), and then 

bend the lamp to any angle!

Portable & lightweight 
This portable lamp weighs only 8 oz / 230 g and can fit

easily in your bag, backpack, or suitcase. Bring it to the

library or when you're traveling for an extra bright 

experience. 

Energy efficient 
This energy-efficient lamp uses minimal power while 

providing bright lighting. To charge, plug its USB cord 

into an electrical outlet, power supply, or USB port.

USB rechargeable & wireless
With its rechargeable 1200 mAh battery, this lamp can

last up to 4 hours with only one charging cycle.

SPECIFICATIONS 
Rechargeable Battery Capacity: 1200 mAh 

(1-4h depending on lamp mode)

Voltage: 5V-1.5A

Dimensions: 15.6in x 5in x 3in (397mm x 

128mm x 77 mm)

Weight: 8oz (230g)

Clamp Max Width: 24in (600mm)

THE CLAMPY BENDY LAMP
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